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Abstract
The most recent theory of time introduced by D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons in their paper “Time: An
Emergent Property of Matter” states that time is an emergent property of matter. The theory, based on the
non-local hidden-variable approach to quantum mechanics presents an account of time as a layered emergent
property of particule frequency oscillation. The paper goes on to explain how time and the arrow of time emerge
at different level of matter assembly, most notably in decoherent systems. The theory also addresses the issue of
human time perception and, partly, the ontological issue of space-time substantivalism. The theory however
seems to be suffering from some pitfalls, which I intend to delineate and examine. Although in the end the theory
appears not to hold, it nevertheless offers an important new direction in the analysis of time, one that seems
worth pursuing further. The following paper presents the original theory first, before moving on to consider
objections.
Keywords: time, Cordus conjecture, cognition, petitio principi, critique, clocks, present, frequency
1. Introduction
In their most recent paper D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons (2013b) present a new theory of time—time as
an emergent property of matter. They approach the subject form a quantum mechanics (QM) perspective, more
specifically the non-local hidden-variable interpretation (NLHV). The NLHV interpretation was created as an
alternative to the Copenhagen interpretation, the Einstein-Podolski-Rosen critique, and Bell’s theorem (Leggett,
2003).
It is within the bounds of the NLHV interpretation that one finds the Cordus conjecture—a theory that D. J. Pons,
A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons have been popularising approximately since 2011. It is on the basis of this conjecture
that the new theory of time (among others, Note 1) has been developed. Before moving on to the theory of
matter-emergent time, one must familiarise oneself with the Cordus conjecture itself.
The Cordus conjecture (according to D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, & A. J. Pons, 2013b) states that “all particles are
one dimensional structures of finite length, and emit three-dimensional discrete forces at their two ends. This is
called a particule. It is a NLHV design” (Pons et al., 2013b). This allows for a synchronous energising and
de-energising of reactive ends of a particule, thus creating an oscillation frequency.
Based on these theoretic assumptions, authors present a new theory of matter-emergent time—a theory which
will, in section 5, be proven untenable.
2. Purpose of the Paper
The following paper’s main goal is not to blatantly criticise the work of D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons. It
is rather to improve the current body of knowledge regarding time by refuting an erroneous theory, thus putting
us back on track of finding a sound and better one, through learning from mistakes of our predecessors.
3. Method
This paper makes use of two approaches, as it addresses areas that require certain academic versatility. First
approach consists of a careful analysis of the solutions proposed by D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons in
light of academic literature (Block, 1980; Churchland, 2006; Dainton, 2011; Feigl, 1958; Gallagher, 2011; Lewin,
1935; Lyre, 2008; Nosal & Bajcar, 2004; Nosal, 2006; Putnam, 1975). Second approach is a logical analysis of
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the entire theory based on its underlying assumption—and it is this analysis that ultimately leads me to reject the
Cordus theory of time, on grounds that it falls prey to petitio principi fallacy.
4. Analysis of Matter-Emergent Time Theory
4.1 Fundamental Time as Oscillation Frequency of a Particule
In the matter-emergent time theory, time is divided into levels. As the size of a material entity increases, so
emerge new levels of time. The most basic and most primal level of time (Level 1) is defined as the oscillation
frequency of the reactive ends of a particule. This is so, because “accepting that time dilation does occur, and
accepting also that atomic clocks do show a physical representation of that effect (as opposed to some other
effect), then it is a reasonable assumption that at least the ticks of time are really represented in the mechanism of
the clock” (Pons et al., 2013b). Therefore the energising and de-energising of reactive ends of a particule are
interpreted as representing the “ticks” of time. The frequency of oscillation is said to be dependent on the
particule—more specifically on its energy and mass. Particules with higher energy and/or mass oscillate faster
than ones with lower energy/mass. (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 26) This is the most fundamental level of time, from
which other levels will emerge. As the authors put it: “fundamental time, at the level of the individual particule
(e.g. electron), is the frequency of the re-energisation cycles of its two reactive ends.” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 44)
4.2 Coherent and Decoherent Assembly Level
The next level features an important division: as the next level occurs at the particule-assembly into systems, it is
crucial that we divide the second level of time into “coherent assembly level” and “decoherent assembly
level”—a distinction on which the entire theory will be constructed.
Since a coherent system is composed of synchronised particles, the time such system represents is identical to
the time represented by the oscillation frequency of a single particule. Moreover, a coherent system, much like a
single particule, features no arrow of time—all of the processes are reversible. Therefore, a coherent system
brings us no closer to the time that we experience on a daily basis. What we need is a decoherente system, which
is quite convenient, as all of the complex material assemblages are in fact decoherente (Note 2).
A decoherent system presents us with a much more complex and intriguing picture. It is because of decoherence
that time—as we know it—comes to be. When particules, of which a decoherent system is constructed, interact
with each other, and, as a system, with the surrounding universe, a new level of time comes about. This new
level (Level 2) is slower than the previous one and it has a unique direction—the arrow of time. This happens
because as the particules interact with one another, they do so in an uncoordinated manner. This results in delays
and mismatches in reactions of one particule energy transmission to the other. Moreover, as we are considering
an uncoordinated, unsynchronised system, the distance matters. Small delays in interactions result from a finite
speed (field propagation speed) at which information (forces) can be transferred across the manifold (or fabric).
This transfer delay, coupled with the asynchronicity of particules of a decoherent system and the fact that the
system interacts in-elastically with the universe (as well internally with oneself) renders any reversal either
nearly infinitely improbable, or plainly impossible, as the number of variables that need to be reversed increases
exponentially—hence the arrow of time (Note 3).
Before moving on to the third level of time, there are two important issues in need of mentioning: the fabric time
and time-dilation.
“Fabric time is the mutual interconnectedness of matter particules spread over three-dimensional space. This
occurs via the fabric, comprising discrete field forces for electric-magneto-gravitational interaction. Not strictly a
time, this is rather a coordination of events across space.” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 32)
This fabric time offers no real ticks of time, representing rather the interconnectedness of particules of an
accessible universe (each particule A receives discrete forces from particules in its past light cone). It also
represents “a one-directional mutual causality” (Pons et al., 2013b). The prime importance of thus defined fabric
is its relationship to the standard general relativity understanding of spacetime. It gives us a 3D space manifold
with time defined as relationships between bodies. D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons also point out that this
theory of fabric, as carrying the electric-magnetic-gravitational (EMG) fields of particules makes spacetime
quasi-substantial.
Time dilation in the Cordus theory is explained as retardation of a particule’s frequency by the external
environment. The more dens the fabric—external discrete forces—the slower the frequency oscillation of a
particule. (Note 4)
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4.3 Organic Life Level
From here D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons move on to the next level (Level 3) of time—the organic
life-time. Once the way time emerges from a decoherent assembly of particules is established, we can examine
how such systems join together to form an organism. Since a living organism is composed of cells and
tissues—themselves decoherent assemblages—the previously considered assemblages of particules become
sub-systems of a much more complex organic system. Following Cordus theory, and the fact that cells do not
interact superluminally, we can see how the next level of time emerges, one that is much slower than the
decoherent assembly time, by virtue of relying on chemical reactions speed.
“Organic-Life Time, at the level of an individual cell, consists of the nebulous aggregation of the discrete fields
of the many individual coherent particules (electrons, atoms, molecules) and decoherent sub-components
(clumps of molecules, organelles). ‘Nebulous’ because the discrete forces are not individually distinct. Chemical
transport within the cell occurs as and when the sub-components are able to interact. Thus the cell takes much
longer to achieve anything (more frequency ticks of its atoms) than a simple sum of the times required by the
coherent subcomponents.” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 33)
This level of time is based in chemistry, as neurotransmitter molecules require much greater time to interact with
other cells than particules require for interacting with one another. This chemical process dependence is
characteristic of every living organism. Even the simplest of living organisms rely on chemical processes to exist.
This chemical reaction time, specifically regarding neurotransmitter molecules, brings us to the next and final
level of time—the cognitive time.
4.4 Cognitive Level
The final level (Level 4) of time is cognitive time, as experienced by human beings. According to the theory
presented here, “human perception of time is therefore a cognitive construct that we overlay on chemical time
and that in turn on the frequency of matter.” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 33) Authors refer us to an example of
proprioception, which shows a cause-and-effect sequence, running one-way on chemical reactions/time. There is
also a claim that such “cognitive construct”, as is the human perception of time, is the cause for time’s perceived
universality. What is stated is that, at least at the level of action (praxis), time is taken to be universal by virtue of
actions of different agents happening “at the same time” or in a temporally synchronised manner. To sum up:
“Cognitive time, or the human perception of time, is a cognitive construct of the order in which we experience
phenomena, based in turn on a neural representation of chemical time, and the arrow of time (irreversibility),
both of which arise at a deeper level. The coordination provided by the fabric ensures that there is a consistency
of experience between two people, hence personal interaction is a real common experience, and time is
perceived as universal.” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 34)
What follows are some philosophical considerations which may be summed up as follows:
According to the matter-emergent time theory there is a single past and a single present which evolves into a
single future. The present moment, or NOW, is “a cognitive effect associated with consciousness, memory, and
the process of thought” and, in the same time it is “a summary of the many mutual interactions between
particules throughout the universe” (Pons et al., 2013b). This leads to the statement that “there need only be one
NOW that we all share and influence” (Pons et al., 2013b). Nevertheless, this theory does not reject the possible
worlds theory (Note 5) outright, it rather states that such multiplicity of worlds is unnecessary.
The question of coordination of events, in the absence of some master clock, is answered by postulating that the
fabric itself serves as a coordination device. The transmission of discrete forces happens within the fabric, thus
allowing for a coordinated cause-and-effect structure of the universe.
“It is not a master clock that accomplishes the temporal connectedness of phenomena that are at different
geometric locations, nor does it require continuity of spacetime per se. The piece-wise communication, via
discrete field interactions of the fabric, between adjacent volumes of space (matter and fabric) applies spatial
consistency to time.” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 35)
The picture of time painted by the Cordus theory is indeed an interesting and inspirational one. The multi-level
approach to time proves not only feasible, but shows much promise in terms of agreeing such varied perspectives
like quantum mechanics, general relativity, cognitive psychology, philosophy and biology. Unfortunately, there
seem to be serious issues with this approach, some perhaps not anticipated by the authors. In the following
section I will delineate what, in my opinion, disqualifies this theory of time. I will present three arguments: the
first one relates to cognitive time, the second, to connectedness and fabric time, and the third, to the fundamental
level of time, defined as oscillation frequency of a particule.
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5. Analysis and Results
Although initially it is tempting to offer arguments based in physics or quantum mechanics, such approach will
not work here, because D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons reject the standard physics and quantum mechanics
in favour of the NLHV approach and design thinking (“taking the functional requirements […] and inferring the
requisite attributes” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 25)). Therefore, more general arguments need to be employed to
uncover the shortcomings of this theory.
5.1 Arguments Against the Cordus Account of Cognitive Time
I will leave, for now, the issue of the connectedness of time and fabric time, as discussing them later on, once we
get to a more fundamental level, will yield more benefit. Presently, as stated above, I will start by discussing the
cognitive time.
D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons take time, as perceived by humans, to be a cognitive construct, build-up of
chemical operations (the organic time level) of the organic components, and the arrow of time/irreversibility that
appeared at the decoherent assembly level. However, human cognition, or perception of time is much more
complex than what the above theory suggests. There are several things to consider.
5.1.1 The Uniformity of the Flow of Time
Firstly, this matter-emergent time theory offers no explanation as to why humans construct a uniform, flowing
time. After all, the oscillation frequency of a decoherent system is neither uniform and nor synchronous with
other decoherent assemblages that surround it. Its apparent phase-like nature suggests rather jumps from one unit
of time to another than an even flow. The events humans perceive appear to flow seamlessly from one to another,
with no discontinuous “jumps”. The structure this theory offers provides no such seamlessness for our
experience. Time seems to be discrete rather than continuous. The uniformity of the perceived flow of time is
thus not accounted for.
5.1.2 Specious Present and the NOW
Next, one might ask about the NOW that the theory interprets as “a cognitive effect associated with
consciousness, memory, and the process of thought” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 34). Clearly, the issue of memory is
much more complex than what this brief passage suggests. For years now philosophers have been wondering
how our experience of the present can be explained (Note 6). There are at least two approaches to our
experiencing the present: the extensional approach to specious present and the retentional approach to specious
present, which are currently being analysed within the framework of various theories of time (Note 7). If we
were to take the definition of NOW presented in D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons (2013b) seriously, we
would have to conclude that it is the retentional approach to specious present that is the correct one, as it entails
the function of a short-term memory. However, when looked at closely, there is no conclusive argument that
forces us to reject the extensional approach. Moreover, an extension here could be interpreted as overlapping
re-energising oscillations at an organic level. Therefore, the Cordus inspired theory of time gives us no sufficient
reason to choose one interpretation of specious present over the other.
Still, the problem runs deeper once we start concerning ourselves with the duration of what we call the present.
What D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons suggest is that there is one single NOW. They do not stipulate
however the duration of this one single NOW. The durative problem of the present, in terms of cognition, is a
complex one, spanning across several possibilities (Note 8). We have to consider that our perception of time,
much like time itself in Cordus theory, is multi-layered. It spans from the scale of neurological events (what
Gallagher (2011) calls elementary scale), to future intentions, or F-intentions (at a narrative scale). This time
perception may be broadened further when we consider the existential horizon of a human being (Note 9) which
may create additional issues. More to the point, there is a difference between time and the concept of time—a
distinction which plays an important role in time perception. Nosal (2006) stresses the difference between the
external, conceptual time and internal biological rhythms. (Note 10) Due to limitations of attention and
short-term memory, human beings rely heavily on “time prosthetics—external reference frames like natural
cycles, clocks, calendars, activity schedules, plans etc. Therefore, the more reliant we are on ‘external time’, the
more we can dampen, or ignore the patterns and rhythms of time conditioned by our own aspirations, needs, life
goals.”(Nosal, 2006, p. 14) The already mentioned F-intentions, and the just discussed life goals and aspirations
cause further problems for Cordus theory of time. The way humans perceive time allows for planning for the
future. In terms of relevance of time to psychology, the most prominent field is the psychology of personality.
Lewin (1935) treats personality as an organ responsible for controlling time and achieving a desired future. This
line of argumentation leads us to the most important issue: the relationship of consciousness and time as
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perceived by a human being. One way to look at it is to take a reductionist, functionalist, or eliminativist view of
mind and consciousness (Note 11) (one may suppose that physicists like D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons
would lean to such interpretations). If we take this approach we will be dangerously close to petitio principii. It
will be so, because mind/consciousness would either be a property of matter, somehow creating cognitive time
which in itself is a property of matter, or we will deny the existence of mind/consciousness altogether, thus
having nothing to create the cognitive time. Another way to look at this is to outright admit some form of
dualism. One way seems confusing, the other one ontologically costly.
5.1.3 Anomalous Nature of Level 4
How then can human time perception agree with the account of Cordus theory? According to the latter, time
perception is a cognitive construct, build-up of “time” at an organic level. Neurobiological events are clearly
representative of this “time” at an organic scale. Therefore, they do not/cannot be a part of human time
perception. Human time perception has phenomenological qualities which time at an organic level simply does
not have. Time perception is a result of neurological processes, a cause-and-effect relationship, rather than
material for constructing this perception. To put it in classical, Aristotelian terms (Note 12), neurological events
are an efficient, not a material cause of our time perceptions. D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons do state that
neurological events cause us to have time perception (Level 4). The problem lies elsewhere. Transitions from a
more basic to a higher level, for levels 1 through 3 are all identical in nature. Level 2 (coherent/decoherent
assembly) arises because particules (level 1) “stack up” and interact with one another forming an assembly.
Level 3 (Note 13) (organic time) arises because assemblies (level 2) “stack up” and interact with one another.
Level 4 however is different. It does not arise because organic assemblies stack up. For one, it would be an
extraordinary coincidence that such different assemblies (as one person differs significantly from another) would
in each instant result in creation of mind/consciousness. So, cognitive time is significantly different from other
levels. Such anomaly, although not problematic on its own, together with other delineated issues becomes a
cause for concern.
5.1.4 One NOW, or Many NOWs?
Another point to make is the fact that each person may have a different span of NOW. For example, a person A
and a person B may perceive events p and q as present. Then, one of the events, let’s say p moves out of person’s
A present, while remaining within the scope of person’s B present. In such a case, there is not one NOW. If
NOW is a subjective cognitive creation, then each person would have her own NOW—in the above case, instead
of a single NOW, we would have NOWA and NOWB. The question then would be: how are these different
NOWs synchronised? More to the point, if we ship a single person out to Andromeda, according to the Cordus
theory of time, that person shares our NOW, because there is a single NOW. This seems highly unlikely for the
following reasons. Firstly, there is no absolute simultaneity, as prescribed by the special relativity. Secondly, the
person at Andromeda, by virtue of the Cordus theory, creates time perception and the NOW. Persons left on
Earth also create the NOW. The two NOWs are clearly not a single NOW, they are rather (SR) NOWAndromeda and
NOWEarth. Effectively, we could ship all people, one by one, to different, distant parts of the universe, thus
creating as many NOWs as we have people to spare.
The above arguments make the Cordus theory of time interpretation of temporal cognition doubtful. Human time
perception needs more than just events at an organic or chemical level. The sheer fact of interaction with our
surroundings compels us to broaden the perspective in which we analyse this cognitive phenomenon.
The next troubling issue is found at the fabric time and connectedness level.
5.2 Arguments Against the Global Picture of Fabric and Connectedness
The theory states that particules, or more precisely, their reactive ends release discrete forces in all three
directions. Each frequency cycle results in discrete forces being sent down the hyff (meaning “field” in
conventional physics). This transmission influences other particules in the accessible universe. Conversely, all
other particules in the accessible universe emit their forces at their frequency cycles, influencing all others. There
is no case where a particule could be measured in isolation. If not for any other reason than because an observer,
or a measuring apparatus would need to be present to perform the measurement, and to do so she or it would
need to be present in the particule’s past light cone. Therefore, because everything influences everything else
(Note 14), there is no “own”, “original”, “intrinsic”, or what have you, frequency of a particule. We never have
frequency f of a particule. All we have is frequency of a particule at a particular state of the accessible universe
fUn.
The nature of the fabric that D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons present, together with the nature of assembly,
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renders the account of individual oscillation frequency of a particule as fundamental time invalid. The necessary
interconnectedness of particules prevents us from ever being able to determine individual oscillation frequency
of a lone particule. If we accept the fabric as it is presented, than we will need to stop at an assembly level. This
applies to both coherent and decoherent assemblies, because even if an assembly is coherent, it still interacts
with the rest of the universe (Note 15).
There is one more troubling issue here. Granted, reactive ends of a particule may be spatially distant, yet still
communicate with each other instantaneously/superluminally. However, two different particules do not
propagate their forces (EMG) at superluminal speed. It is for this reason that we talk of light cones. A particule
located at a particular point in space should only be influenced by particules (assemblies) located in its past light
cone, and should only be able to influence particules in its future light cone. According to Cordus conjecture,
reactive ends of a particule may well be at opposite edges of the universe and still communicate with one another
instantaneously via fibril. What this means is that one particule could at most influence two future light cones
and be influenced by two past light cones. Factoring into this equation the fact that a particule’s behaviour
depends on its surroundings (past light cone), would mean that the influence of a particular past light cone is
reflected not only in the proximal future light cone, but also in the distant one (transmitted via a particule’s fibril).
This gives an impression that the entire universe is connected, but such impression would be unwise. For the
entire universe to be connected, every particule would need to be spatially extended in such a way that its
reactive ends were located in two different light cones. And although it is not logically impossible, such
assumption would be blatantly unscientific, as it cannot be verified, or falsified.
One more thing should be added here, although it concerns more the decoherent assembly level, rather than
fabric time. D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons state that “the physical size of the body [is] the main scaling
factor” (Pons et al., 2013b, p. 25). Surely though it is not the size, but the complexity of an assembly. A simple
example should suffice: it does not really matter how large a body of superfluid we take, it still is a coherent
assembly. Similarly, we should be able to easily find a decoherent two-particule assembly.
5.3 Argument Against the Fundamental Level
The key argument that renders this theory invalid lies with its central assumption—time is the oscillation
frequency of a particule. There is no problem with particule as such, or with its internal structure. We may well
assume that Cordus conjecture is correct and that such structure is acceptable. The main problem of this theory is
the assumption delivered in section 3.3 of the paper. Authors state the following:
“it is a reasonable assumption that at least the ticks of time are really represented in the mechanism of the clock.
Although that mechanism is uncertain, we accept that it involves transient atomic behaviour, and therefore the
ticks of time are associated with atomic events.” (Pons et al., 2013b)
And a little later:
“time arises as the frequency cycles of a NLHV particule, and consequently that time depends on how the
particules are assembled into matter and hence physical bodies.” (Pons et al., 2013b)
The question we need to ask first is: what does an atomic clock measure? An atomic clock is said to measure
time and frequency by means of recording the “frequency of the microwave electromagnetic radiation emitted or
absorbed by the quantum transition (energy change) of an atom or molecule [commonly caesium, or
ammonia—K.Ł.]” (Note 16). So, basically, an atomic clock records the frequency of microwaves emitted by
electrons when they change energy levels (Note 17). But how exactly (apart from the obvious—accuracy) is it
different from a grandfather clock. We invented the grandfather clock just like we invented the atomic clock. We
claim that both of these items measure time, but they really do not. Both of these items measure the change in
energy level—the former with regard to the potential energy stored inside its spring, the latter with regards to the
energy stored in an electron. What we do is, we transfer these “ticks” of a (any) clock onto what we conceive as
time—the pace of change that surrounds us. In reality however no clock measures time per se.
Defining time as frequency of oscillation is dangerously close to petition principii reasoning. Frequency is in
itself a temporal concept. Most common definitions of frequency are: (i) the rate at which something occurs over
a particular period of time or in a given sample; and (ii) the rate per second of a vibration constituting a wave,
either in a material (as in sound waves), or in an electromagnetic field (as in radio waves and light). Therefore,
time cannot be defined as oscillation frequency of a particule, because frequency itself requires time.
A very similar argument runs for an atomic clock. We design an atomic clock to measure time, and then we
equate what is being measured, with how it is being measured. The what in this case is time, and the how is the
microwaves emitted by electrons. The method of measurement is not the same thing as what is being measured.
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Following this line of thought one might state that the scale on a measuring rod the length of 1 meter is in fact
space. It clearly is not, it is just used to measures space.
6. Conclusions
Although the matter-emergent theory of time based on Cordus conjecture fails, it nevertheless provides an
interesting direction in thinking about time. The multi-layered approach offers a plausible model for pulling
together the different theories of time found in quantum mechanics, general relativity, psychology, philosophy
and other. Perhaps a departure from particules by replacing them with a different concept will offer a more
feasible theory of time.
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Notes
Note 1. Other important issues analysed by Pons et al. in light of the Cordus conjecture are strong force (Pons, D.
J., Pons, A. D. & Pons, A. J. 2013a), waive-particle duality and quantum entanglement (Pons, D. J., Pons, A. D.
& Pons, A. J., 2012).
Note 2. D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons define decoherence in the following way “The Cordus theory
anticipates three mechanisms for decoherence. First, a coherent material cannot accept internal shear velocity.
Second, higher temperatures lead to decoherence because phonons (internal thermal vibrations) disturb the
stability. Third, more complex assemblies of matter are harder to put into coherence, and the complicating
factors are the number of components in the assembly, and the variety of species (simplicity and purity)” (Pons
et al., 2013b, p. 43).
Note 3. D. J. Pons, A. D. Pons, and A. J. Pons claim that this is also where entropy emerges. Although I find
myself doubtful as to the validity of this statement regarding entropy (at least as viewed by Shannon), the scope
of this paper is much too narrow to thoroughly investigate this issue.
Note 4. See Pons et al., 2013b, p. 32, and p. 46, for detailed examples of time dilation and gravitational time
dilation respectively.
Note 5. For an account of possible worlds theory see Fine (2004), Sider (2004), also, for an original account
Lewis (1986).
Note 6. For an account of human experience of time, and both extensional and retentional specious present, see
Dainton (2011).
Note 7. Most notably the theories concerned are block theory, growing block theory, growing block and glowing
edge theory, moving spotlight theory, and presentism. For an account of these theories see Crisp (2004),
Markosian (2013) and Rea (2004). For extended and retentional models of specious present analysis see Dainton
(2011).
Note 8. For a good account of time perception and duration of the present see Gallagher (2011).
Note 9. Nosal openly states that “it is not clear whether basic neurological processes conditioning the temporality
also exert influence on superordinate levels (cognitive, existential)”. p. 13. Own translation.
Note 10. For a complete account of psychological approach to time see Nosal, and Bajcar (2004).
Note 11. For views on eliminativism see Churchland (2006); for an account of functionalism see Putnam (1975),
or Block (1980); Feigl (1958) offers an excellent delineation of reductionism.
Note 12. For an account of Aristotelian four causes see Falcon, A. (2012) “Aristotle on Causality”. The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta.
Note 13. An important thing to mention is the fact that organic assemblies differ significantly among themselves.
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Cells of each person (or organism) age at different rates. Also, the neurotransmitters are produced at different
rates and magnitudes. As such, rhythms do differ making perception of a uniform time tricky at best.
Note 14. In the accessible universe.
Note 15. A similar notion was introduced by Mach for measuring ephemeris time.
Note 16. Entry from Encyclopaedia Britannica.
Note 17. For a brief, but accurate description of an atomic clock see Wikipedia entry “Atomic clock”.
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